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celebrations (2023)
pleck examines changes in the way americans celebrate holidays like christmas or
birthdays how did martin luther king jr s birthday become a national holiday why do
we exchange presents on christmas and chanukah what do bunnies have to do with
easter how did earth day become a global holiday these questions and more are
answered in this fascinating exploration into the history and meaning of holidays and
rituals edited by amitai etzioni one of the most influential social and political thinkers
of our time this collection provides a compelling overview of the impact that holidays
and rituals have on our family and communal life from community solidarity to ethnic
relations to religious traditions we are what we celebrate argues that holidays such
as halloween fourth of july thanksgiving new year s eve and valentine s day play an
important role in reinforcing and sometimes redefining our values as a society the
collection brings together classic and original essays that for the first time offer a
comprehensive overview and analysis of the important role such celebrations play in
maintaining a moral order as well as in cementing family bonds building community
relations and creating national identity the essays cover such topics as the creation of
thanksgiving as a national holiday the importance of holidays for children the
mainstreaming of kwanzaa and the controversy over columbus day celebrations
compelling and often surprising this look at holidays and rituals brings new meaning
to not just the ways we celebrate but to what those celebrations tell us about
ourselves and our communities contributors theodore caplow gary cross matthew
dennis amitai etzioni john r gillis ellen m litwicki diana muir francesca polletta
elizabeth h pleck david e proctor mary f whiteside and anna day wilde liberman
presents suggestions for creating satisfying traditions when the traditions you grew
up with aren t appropriate for your life style includes ideas for mixed marriages
single parents people who are far from home and single people explore some of the
most thrilling cultural and religious festivals from around the world from diwali the
indian festival of light to the spanish tomato throwing festival la tomatina to the
belgian festival of giants this book is the perfect introduction to some of the world s
most incredible cultural and religious celebrations exquisitely illustrated by liz
rowland every page is packed with fascinating fun filled facts some festivals are
outrageously joyful others are more serious all of them bring people together to mark
the big events in life so dive into this riotous explosion of colour as we feast sing cry
and celebrate the diversity of festivals and traditions this wonderful world of ours has
to offer gorgeous reading time perfect for young children to introduce them to
diverse celebrations and cultures read me another story incredibly immersive indian
link whether they re decorating easter trees or celebrating wagner s birthday by
playing recordings of his ring cycle operas and incinerating a model of valhalla on an
outdoor barbecue to the closing strains of gotterdämerung americans know both how
to create and how to celebrate holidays jack santino s guide to such frivolity is a
wonderfully readable exploration of holidays periods of festivity and life cycle rituals
and celebrations santino draws on history anthropology popular culture and folklore
to show the intricate relationships between holidays and the roles that celebrations
and rituals play in people s lives family celebrations offers over 240 inspiring and
uplifting selections for everyday occasions as well as special events including holidays
weddings graduations housewarmings and more the diverse toasts poems and rituals
offered here cultivate a sense of gratitude while enriching the family bond many
events have evolved over centuries drawing on local customs and conditions however
as the world becomes increasingly globalised traditional events and the identities
they support are increasingly being challenged and rituals may be lost reacting
against this trend towards homogeneity communities strive to preserve and even
recreate their traditional events which may require rituals to be resurrected or
reinvented for a new audience the aim of this book is to explore the role of traditional
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events and rituals in the modern world the 16 chapters cover a range of case studies
of the performance of ritual through events including their historical antecedents and
development over time as well as their role in society link with identities both
seemingly fixed and fluid and their continued relevance the cases examined are not
museum pieces but rather vibrant festivals and events that continue to persist
drawing on the power of history and cultural tradition they are manifestations of
heritage existing in three temporalities celebrating the past occurring in the present
and aiming to continue into and influence the future iconic events including chinese
new year hogmanay and the new orleans mardi gras are examined and examples are
drawn from a diverse range of countries such as south korea china laos the united
states scotland italy india and haiti this volume provides a deep understanding upon
the role of tradition and ritual within events from a global perspective and will be
valuable reading for students researchers and academics interested in events
heritage and culture a colorfully illustrated introduction to festivals that are central
to the major religions of the world identifies where each faith s calendar year begins
documents the history and significance of each celebration and describes observance
traditions from the secular to the sacred this book answers your questions about our
holiday traditions if you want to know where we got the easter bunny or santa claus
or the stations of the cross or manger scenes you ll find the information here
including interesting information about the major holidays that is otherwise not
available from one source written with a christian orientation the book does not
promote a particular point of view about specific holidays it allows the reader to draw
his or her own conclusions about how to celebrate special days explores initiation
rites wedding feasts harvest celebrations religious rituals and many other customs
used around the world to mark all kinds of special occasions suggested level
intermediate junior secondary you can call it superstition faith and or hopeful or
wishful thinking however it may be best to have done something than to have done
nothing at all most new years superstitions traditions and customs come from the
strong belief that whatever is done on the first day of the year will set the pattern for
the coming year other superstitions are to send off evil spirits invite good luck and
good fortune and invite lady luck into your home traditions may involve religious
celebrations costume parties parades processions said to bring good luck and good
fortune in the new year if there s something that binds most cultures together it s a
respect for holidays both solemn and joyous this high interest book explains the
characteristics and traditions of numerous holidays such as hanukkah dia de los
muertos and juneteenth readers will come to understand similarities among peoples
as well as the importance of learning about the various cultures within their own
community striking photographs of cultural holidays are prominently featured as well
as important vocabulary terms religious celebrations is an alphabetically organized
encyclopedia that covers more than 800 celebratory occasions from all of the world s
major religious communities as well as many of the minor faith traditions the
encyclopedia provides a complete reference tool for examining the myriad ways
people worldwide celebrate their religious lives across religious boundaries providing
information on numerous celebratory activities never before covered in a reference
work offering the most comprehensive coverage of religious holidays ever assembled
this two volume book covers festivals commemorations holidays and annual religious
gatherings all over the world with special attention paid to the celebrations in larger
countries entries written by distinguished researchers and specialists on different
religious communities capture the unique intensity of each event be it fasting or
feasting frenzied activity or the universal cessation of work a huge gathering of the
faithful en masse or a small family centered event the work spotlights celebrations
that currently exist without overlooking now abandoned celebrations that still impact
the modern world the development of the festival and event industry has seen large
scale growth and extensive government support as a result of objectives to enhance
and project the image of place and leverage positive sponsorship and regeneration
opportunities as we move deeper into austerity measures prompted by economic
recession community festivals and events as a sacred or profane time of celebration
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can be considered even more important than ever before this book for the first time
explores the role and importance of community culture and its impact through
festivals and events split into two distinct sections the first introduces key themes
and concepts contextualises local traditions and culture and investigates how
festivals and events can act as a catalyst for tourism and create a sense of community
it then questions the social and political nature of festivals and community events
through examining their ownership the second section focuses on communities
themselves seeking to examine and discuss key emerging themes in community event
studies such as the role of diaspora imagined communities pride and identity history
producing and consuming space and place authenticity and multi ethnic communities
examples are drawn from portugal the dominican republic the usa malaysia malta
finland and australia making this book truly international this significant volume will
be valuable reading for students and academics across the fields of event tourism and
hospitality studies as well as other social science disciplines religious celebrations is
an alphabetically organized encyclopedia that covers more than 800 celebratory
occasions from all of the world s major religious communities as well as many of the
minor faith traditions the encyclopedia provides a complete reference tool for
examining the myriad ways people worldwide celebrate their religious lives across
religious boundaries providing information on numerous celebratory activities never
before covered in a reference work offering the most comprehensive coverage of
religious holidays ever assembled this two volume book covers festivals
commemorations holidays and annual religious gatherings all over the world with
special attention paid to the celebrations in larger countries entries written by
distinguished researchers and specialists on different religious communities capture
the unique intensity of each event be it fasting or feasting frenzied activity or the
universal cessation of work a huge gathering of the faithful en masse or a small
family centered event the work spotlights celebrations that currently exist without
overlooking now abandoned celebrations that still impact the modern world the
english year is a lavishly illustrated day by day guide to all the customs and festivals
of england from the national celebrations to herald the new year down to small local
traditions such as the minehead hobby horse or duck racing in oxfordshire as he
explores the history and development of these fascinating traditions eminent
folklorist steve roud paints vivid pictures of ancient local customs such as cheese
rolling in randwick and punkie night in somerset and contemplates why some
festivals such as guy fawkes night and whitsun have lost much of their previous
importance while others such as valentine s day and hallowe en have blossomed
astonishingly in recent years special days are times for fun and togetherness they
also link us to the earth s seasons and they help us keep track of how time passes
most of all they are deeply rooted in folk tradition learn more about the winter
holidays like christmas and hanukkah spring celebrations like easter and asian new
year s fall festivals like halloween and the day of the dead summer celebrations like
the fourth of july holidays and festivals draw us together they remind us of who we
are where we come from and what we believe as we travel through the year folk
festivals give us strength and they make life more fun july 4th election day christmas
and new year s eve reading about our american national holidays is not only fun it is a
way of exploring our diverse culture and values how do we celebrate memorial day
what is the history of thanksgiving what does be my valentine mean special features 4
appendices of typical holiday gifts traditional holiday songs readings for the holidays
a listing of other holidays in the us the official national holiday of each country in the
world celebrating the american spirit and its rich legacy the book of american
traditions is a treasury of lore stories customs and activities passed down from
generation to generation until now many of these traditions have been lost or
forgotten in these pages are hundreds of ideas for keeping cherished traditions alive
and starting new ones to share with your family and friends the book of american
traditions features read aloud stories nostalgic tales fascinating facts quotable lines
poems and vignettes and personal recollections from famous and ordinary folk alike
that every family member will enjoy to gather the material for this book emyl jenkins
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interviewed hundreds of men women and children across the country who have
contributed their favorite traditions these original stories appear alongside excerpts
from the works of well known authors of yesterday and today from louisa may alcott
thomas wolfe and john steinbeck to m f k fisher and margaret maron book jacket title
summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved families
from the united states and canada offer unique individual holiday traditions plus day
to day customs about bedtimes chore times any time the book examines the
wonderful little things your family does that you can t quite call traditions yet they re
practices that are important to you and that you re glad to keep up family customs
this book documents hundreds of customs and traditions practiced in countries
outside of the united states showcasing the diversity of birth coming of age and death
celebrations worldwide from the beginning of our lives to the end all of humanity
celebrates life s milestones through traditions and unique customs in the united
states we have specific events like baby showers rites of passage such as bat and bar
mitzvahs and sweet 16 birthday parties and sober end of life traditions like obituaries
and funeral services that honor those who have died but what kinds of customs and
traditions are practiced in other countries how do people in other cultures welcome
babies prepare to enter into adulthood and commemorate the end of the lives of loved
ones this three volume encyclopedia covers more than 300 birth life and death
customs with the books content organized chronologically by life stage volume 1
focuses on birth and childhood customs volume 2 documents adolescent and early
adulthood customs and volume 3 looks at aging and death customs the entries in the
first volume examine pre birth traditions such as baby showers and other gift giving
events and post birth customs such as naming ceremonies child rearing practices and
traditions performed to ward off evil or promote good health the second volume
contains information about rites of passage as children become adults including
indigenous initiations marriage customs and religious ceremonies the final volume
concludes with coverage on customs associated with aging and death such as
retirement celebrations elaborate funeral processions and the creation of fantasy
coffins the set features beautiful color inserts that illustrate examples of celebrations
and ceremonies and includes an appendix of excerpts from primary documents that
include legislation on government accepted names wedding vows and maternity
paternity leave regulations this interesting book describes how the traditions beliefs
and rituals of the people of india often influenced by british culture have resulted in
many of the lively and colorful festivals celebrated in india today young readers will
also learn how the indian people celebrate family occasions a timely groundbreaking
guide to enhancing the rituals in our lives which helps people to enrich their
relationships and reestablish their family ties the coauthors of rituals in families and
family therapy show how to create meaningful rituals adapted to individual lives and
family structures for new meaning in old and new traditions and celebrating life s
milestones this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its
age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed
pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available
as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s
literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work
this study treats vasantotsava as a thematically unified generic whole embracing a
range of spring festivals pansectarian in character and incorporating various rituals it
reassesses sanskrit texts to explore the rituals symbols and underlying motifs of the
vasantotsava this multicultural children s book is full of activities recipes songs and
stories brimming with ancient traditions exciting decorations and delicious seasonal
foods japanese celebrations for children will take you on a month by month tour of
some of japan s best loved festivals beautifully illustrated and full of fascinating facts
about japanese holidays and family celebrations this 48 page picture book offers a
vivid picture of some of japan s most festive events including new year s children s
day cherry blossom festival harvest moon viewing weddings birthdays christmas in
japan and much more with entertaining text and illustrations that explain the
significance of the dress decorations foods gifts and activities associated with these
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events japanese celebrations for children promises to delight and educate young
readers and parents alike this illustrated reference work covers a wide range of
festivals that have sacred origins and are or have been part of a folk tradition a world
religion or a major civilization traditional festivals a multicultural encyclopedia
travels around the world and across the centuries to uncover an often unexpected
richness of meaning in some of the major sacred festivals of the world s religions the
hallowed calendars of ancient civilizations and the seasonal celebrations of tribal
cultures from akitu to yom kippur its 150 entries look at the content and context of
these festivals from a number of perspectives including those relating to theology
anthropology folklore and social theory tracing their historical development and
variations across cultures readers will get a vivid sense of what each festival means
to the people celebrating it how each captures its culture s beliefs hopes and fears
founding myths and redemptive visions and how each expresses the universal need of
humans to connect their lives to a timeless spiritual dimension chinese new year is a
time for new beginnings some people clean their homes from top to bottom or share
meals with friends others pray light fireworks or give each other gifts readers will
discover how a shared holiday can have multiple traditions and be celebrated in all
sorts of ways from the oktoberfest folk festival to christmas markets follow a year of
holidays and festivals in germany that honor religious historic and family traditions
for centuries the catholic church has offered an abundance of splendid traditions that
extend religious and spiritual practice into daily life now meredith gould reintroduces
these customs and rituals to modern roman catholics using the liturgical calendar the
catholic home provides familiar and new ways to celebrate each season and its
special days gould reviews major holy days select saints days familiar prayers and
suggests meaningful ways to prepare as a family for such sacraments as baptism
confirmation first eucharist and matrimony this book includes a concise history of
each ritual and clarifies the meaning behind it by highlighting celebrations of catholic
holidays from different parts of the globe your family will learn to make advent
wreaths jesse trees st lucy s crowns king s cakes all souls altars traditional foods and
participate in family devotions throughout the catholic home gould s down to earth
practicality and sense of humor give the activities she describes modern relevance no
matter how ancient their origins excerpts from the official catechism of the catholic
church are included to illuminate church doctrine on matters of faith and ritual this
indispensable guide will appeal to catholics young and old and inspire beloved family
traditions to be handed down from one generation to the next offers hundreds of
ideas activities rituals and special celebrations for family gatherings and talks about
shared time values and finding creative ways to strengthen family ties why do we
blow out candles on birthday cakes use striped poles to symbolize a barber throw rice
at weddings find out in curious customs the stories behind 296 popular american
rituals whether you want a new look at old habits or just love wacky facts and
intriguing information curious customs is full of unusual surprising bits of information
that you ll love to learn and share in northern ireland halloween is such a major
celebration that it is often called the irish christmas a day of family reunions meals
and fun halloween brings people of all ages together with rhyming storytelling family
fireworks and community bonfires perhaps most important it has become a day that
transcends the social conflict found in this often troubled nation through the
extensive use of interviews the hallowed eve offers a fascinating look at the various
customs both past and present that mark the celebration of the holiday looking
through the lenses of gender ethnicity and religious affiliation jack santino examines
how the traditions exist in a nonthreatening celebratory way to provide a model of
how life could be in northern ireland halloween concludes santino is a marriage of
death and life a joining of cultural opposites indoor and outdoor domesticity and
wildness male and female old and young although current folk and popular traditions
can be divisive halloween in northern ireland is universally considered to belong to
everyone regardless of their background or political leanings the holiday is a
dramatic example of how a community comes together one day a year and these
northern irish traditions capture the fundamental and everyday dimensions of life in
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ulster readers learn about the chinese new year its customs traditions and
celebrations chinese culture and heritage is rich and runs across a time frame of five
thousand years it was during this time that a variety of unique and varied
celebrations began to grow roots despite china s many changes chinese festivals are
deeply rooted in popular tradition china amasses a vast area and consists of a number
of ethnic groups that all come together as part of a vibrant cultural experience some
of these festivals have developed into popular celebrations that are not only practiced
in china but also in many chinese communities throughout the world much of the
customs and traditions of its people vary by geography and ethnicity yet remain
firmly established as part of the country s vibrant culture over the years much of the
festivals have evolved with the changes in the development of the chinese civilization
and as a consequence have become an integral part of the chinese culture as with
time s progression and the advent of science technology and rapid globalisation many
chinese are no longer able to tell how their festivals originated which has in turn seen
the gradual shedding of ethnic traditions for modern and universal ways this is
especially true of chinese communities outside their homeland this multivolume
encyclopedia concentrates on rites of passage traditions rituals and life customs that
take place around the world the scope of this book takes in north america south
america europe africa asia the middle east oceania and even outer space and covers
customs experienced by men women children and animals in groups or as individuals
volume 1 examines customs pertaining to birth and early childhood volume 2 looks at
the coming of age customs of teens and those in early adulthood volume 3 covers
entries relating to aging and death the set features beautiful color inserts that
illustrate examples of celebrations and ceremonies and includes an appendix of
excerpts from primary documents that include legislation on government accepted
names wedding vows and maternity paternity leave regulations what are the origins
of some of our holidays why are eggs decorated on easter why are there wreaths on
doors during christmas what is the real reason for decorated trees in living rooms
around the world through a christian prospective this book will examine popular
holidays that have a significant religious meaning digging through layers of history
this book will uncover the pagan origins that make up many of our holiday traditions
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Celebrating the Family 2000-07-04 pleck examines changes in the way americans
celebrate holidays like christmas or birthdays
We are what We Celebrate 2004-12 how did martin luther king jr s birthday
become a national holiday why do we exchange presents on christmas and chanukah
what do bunnies have to do with easter how did earth day become a global holiday
these questions and more are answered in this fascinating exploration into the history
and meaning of holidays and rituals edited by amitai etzioni one of the most
influential social and political thinkers of our time this collection provides a
compelling overview of the impact that holidays and rituals have on our family and
communal life from community solidarity to ethnic relations to religious traditions we
are what we celebrate argues that holidays such as halloween fourth of july
thanksgiving new year s eve and valentine s day play an important role in reinforcing
and sometimes redefining our values as a society the collection brings together
classic and original essays that for the first time offer a comprehensive overview and
analysis of the important role such celebrations play in maintaining a moral order as
well as in cementing family bonds building community relations and creating national
identity the essays cover such topics as the creation of thanksgiving as a national
holiday the importance of holidays for children the mainstreaming of kwanzaa and
the controversy over columbus day celebrations compelling and often surprising this
look at holidays and rituals brings new meaning to not just the ways we celebrate but
to what those celebrations tell us about ourselves and our communities contributors
theodore caplow gary cross matthew dennis amitai etzioni john r gillis ellen m litwicki
diana muir francesca polletta elizabeth h pleck david e proctor mary f whiteside and
anna day wilde
New Traditions 1991 liberman presents suggestions for creating satisfying
traditions when the traditions you grew up with aren t appropriate for your life style
includes ideas for mixed marriages single parents people who are far from home and
single people
The Big Book of Festivals 2022-02-01 explore some of the most thrilling cultural
and religious festivals from around the world from diwali the indian festival of light to
the spanish tomato throwing festival la tomatina to the belgian festival of giants this
book is the perfect introduction to some of the world s most incredible cultural and
religious celebrations exquisitely illustrated by liz rowland every page is packed with
fascinating fun filled facts some festivals are outrageously joyful others are more
serious all of them bring people together to mark the big events in life so dive into
this riotous explosion of colour as we feast sing cry and celebrate the diversity of
festivals and traditions this wonderful world of ours has to offer gorgeous reading
time perfect for young children to introduce them to diverse celebrations and
cultures read me another story incredibly immersive indian link
All Around the Year 1995 whether they re decorating easter trees or celebrating
wagner s birthday by playing recordings of his ring cycle operas and incinerating a
model of valhalla on an outdoor barbecue to the closing strains of gotterdämerung
americans know both how to create and how to celebrate holidays jack santino s
guide to such frivolity is a wonderfully readable exploration of holidays periods of
festivity and life cycle rituals and celebrations santino draws on history anthropology
popular culture and folklore to show the intricate relationships between holidays and
the roles that celebrations and rituals play in people s lives
Family Celebrations 2018-10-09 family celebrations offers over 240 inspiring and
uplifting selections for everyday occasions as well as special events including holidays
weddings graduations housewarmings and more the diverse toasts poems and rituals
offered here cultivate a sense of gratitude while enriching the family bond
Rituals and Traditional Events in the Modern World 2014-10-30 many events
have evolved over centuries drawing on local customs and conditions however as the
world becomes increasingly globalised traditional events and the identities they
support are increasingly being challenged and rituals may be lost reacting against
this trend towards homogeneity communities strive to preserve and even recreate
their traditional events which may require rituals to be resurrected or reinvented for
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a new audience the aim of this book is to explore the role of traditional events and
rituals in the modern world the 16 chapters cover a range of case studies of the
performance of ritual through events including their historical antecedents and
development over time as well as their role in society link with identities both
seemingly fixed and fluid and their continued relevance the cases examined are not
museum pieces but rather vibrant festivals and events that continue to persist
drawing on the power of history and cultural tradition they are manifestations of
heritage existing in three temporalities celebrating the past occurring in the present
and aiming to continue into and influence the future iconic events including chinese
new year hogmanay and the new orleans mardi gras are examined and examples are
drawn from a diverse range of countries such as south korea china laos the united
states scotland italy india and haiti this volume provides a deep understanding upon
the role of tradition and ritual within events from a global perspective and will be
valuable reading for students researchers and academics interested in events
heritage and culture
Festivals of the World 2002 a colorfully illustrated introduction to festivals that are
central to the major religions of the world identifies where each faith s calendar year
begins documents the history and significance of each celebration and describes
observance traditions
Holidays & Holy Days 2001 from the secular to the sacred this book answers your
questions about our holiday traditions if you want to know where we got the easter
bunny or santa claus or the stations of the cross or manger scenes you ll find the
information here including interesting information about the major holidays that is
otherwise not available from one source written with a christian orientation the book
does not promote a particular point of view about specific holidays it allows the
reader to draw his or her own conclusions about how to celebrate special days
A Celebration of Customs & Rituals of the World 1994 explores initiation rites
wedding feasts harvest celebrations religious rituals and many other customs used
around the world to mark all kinds of special occasions suggested level intermediate
junior secondary
Traditions / Superstitions from Around the World! 2013-12-09 you can call it
superstition faith and or hopeful or wishful thinking however it may be best to have
done something than to have done nothing at all most new years superstitions
traditions and customs come from the strong belief that whatever is done on the first
day of the year will set the pattern for the coming year other superstitions are to send
off evil spirits invite good luck and good fortune and invite lady luck into your home
traditions may involve religious celebrations costume parties parades processions
said to bring good luck and good fortune in the new year
Festivals and Celebrations 2019-07-15 if there s something that binds most cultures
together it s a respect for holidays both solemn and joyous this high interest book
explains the characteristics and traditions of numerous holidays such as hanukkah dia
de los muertos and juneteenth readers will come to understand similarities among
peoples as well as the importance of learning about the various cultures within their
own community striking photographs of cultural holidays are prominently featured as
well as important vocabulary terms
Religious Celebrations 2011-09-13 religious celebrations is an alphabetically
organized encyclopedia that covers more than 800 celebratory occasions from all of
the world s major religious communities as well as many of the minor faith traditions
the encyclopedia provides a complete reference tool for examining the myriad ways
people worldwide celebrate their religious lives across religious boundaries providing
information on numerous celebratory activities never before covered in a reference
work offering the most comprehensive coverage of religious holidays ever assembled
this two volume book covers festivals commemorations holidays and annual religious
gatherings all over the world with special attention paid to the celebrations in larger
countries entries written by distinguished researchers and specialists on different
religious communities capture the unique intensity of each event be it fasting or
feasting frenzied activity or the universal cessation of work a huge gathering of the
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faithful en masse or a small family centered event the work spotlights celebrations
that currently exist without overlooking now abandoned celebrations that still impact
the modern world
Canada's Traditions & Celebrations Gr. 1-3 2014-10-17 the development of the
festival and event industry has seen large scale growth and extensive government
support as a result of objectives to enhance and project the image of place and
leverage positive sponsorship and regeneration opportunities as we move deeper into
austerity measures prompted by economic recession community festivals and events
as a sacred or profane time of celebration can be considered even more important
than ever before this book for the first time explores the role and importance of
community culture and its impact through festivals and events split into two distinct
sections the first introduces key themes and concepts contextualises local traditions
and culture and investigates how festivals and events can act as a catalyst for tourism
and create a sense of community it then questions the social and political nature of
festivals and community events through examining their ownership the second
section focuses on communities themselves seeking to examine and discuss key
emerging themes in community event studies such as the role of diaspora imagined
communities pride and identity history producing and consuming space and place
authenticity and multi ethnic communities examples are drawn from portugal the
dominican republic the usa malaysia malta finland and australia making this book
truly international this significant volume will be valuable reading for students and
academics across the fields of event tourism and hospitality studies as well as other
social science disciplines
Exploring Community Festivals and Events 2011-09-13 religious celebrations is
an alphabetically organized encyclopedia that covers more than 800 celebratory
occasions from all of the world s major religious communities as well as many of the
minor faith traditions the encyclopedia provides a complete reference tool for
examining the myriad ways people worldwide celebrate their religious lives across
religious boundaries providing information on numerous celebratory activities never
before covered in a reference work offering the most comprehensive coverage of
religious holidays ever assembled this two volume book covers festivals
commemorations holidays and annual religious gatherings all over the world with
special attention paid to the celebrations in larger countries entries written by
distinguished researchers and specialists on different religious communities capture
the unique intensity of each event be it fasting or feasting frenzied activity or the
universal cessation of work a huge gathering of the faithful en masse or a small
family centered event the work spotlights celebrations that currently exist without
overlooking now abandoned celebrations that still impact the modern world
Religious Celebrations: An Encyclopedia of Holidays, Festivals, Solemn
Observances, and Spiritual Commemorations 2006 the english year is a lavishly
illustrated day by day guide to all the customs and festivals of england from the
national celebrations to herald the new year down to small local traditions such as
the minehead hobby horse or duck racing in oxfordshire as he explores the history
and development of these fascinating traditions eminent folklorist steve roud paints
vivid pictures of ancient local customs such as cheese rolling in randwick and punkie
night in somerset and contemplates why some festivals such as guy fawkes night and
whitsun have lost much of their previous importance while others such as valentine s
day and hallowe en have blossomed astonishingly in recent years
The English Year 2014-09-02 special days are times for fun and togetherness they
also link us to the earth s seasons and they help us keep track of how time passes
most of all they are deeply rooted in folk tradition learn more about the winter
holidays like christmas and hanukkah spring celebrations like easter and asian new
year s fall festivals like halloween and the day of the dead summer celebrations like
the fourth of july holidays and festivals draw us together they remind us of who we
are where we come from and what we believe as we travel through the year folk
festivals give us strength and they make life more fun
Celebrations Throughout the Year 2005-08-15 july 4th election day christmas and
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new year s eve reading about our american national holidays is not only fun it is a
way of exploring our diverse culture and values how do we celebrate memorial day
what is the history of thanksgiving what does be my valentine mean special features 4
appendices of typical holiday gifts traditional holiday songs readings for the holidays
a listing of other holidays in the us the official national holiday of each country in the
world
American Holidays 1996 celebrating the american spirit and its rich legacy the book
of american traditions is a treasury of lore stories customs and activities passed down
from generation to generation until now many of these traditions have been lost or
forgotten in these pages are hundreds of ideas for keeping cherished traditions alive
and starting new ones to share with your family and friends the book of american
traditions features read aloud stories nostalgic tales fascinating facts quotable lines
poems and vignettes and personal recollections from famous and ordinary folk alike
that every family member will enjoy to gather the material for this book emyl jenkins
interviewed hundreds of men women and children across the country who have
contributed their favorite traditions these original stories appear alongside excerpts
from the works of well known authors of yesterday and today from louisa may alcott
thomas wolfe and john steinbeck to m f k fisher and margaret maron book jacket title
summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved
The Book of American Traditions 1995 families from the united states and canada
offer unique individual holiday traditions plus day to day customs about bedtimes
chore times any time the book examines the wonderful little things your family does
that you can t quite call traditions yet they re practices that are important to you and
that you re glad to keep up family customs
Family Customs and Traditions 2016-11-21 this book documents hundreds of
customs and traditions practiced in countries outside of the united states showcasing
the diversity of birth coming of age and death celebrations worldwide from the
beginning of our lives to the end all of humanity celebrates life s milestones through
traditions and unique customs in the united states we have specific events like baby
showers rites of passage such as bat and bar mitzvahs and sweet 16 birthday parties
and sober end of life traditions like obituaries and funeral services that honor those
who have died but what kinds of customs and traditions are practiced in other
countries how do people in other cultures welcome babies prepare to enter into
adulthood and commemorate the end of the lives of loved ones this three volume
encyclopedia covers more than 300 birth life and death customs with the books
content organized chronologically by life stage volume 1 focuses on birth and
childhood customs volume 2 documents adolescent and early adulthood customs and
volume 3 looks at aging and death customs the entries in the first volume examine
pre birth traditions such as baby showers and other gift giving events and post birth
customs such as naming ceremonies child rearing practices and traditions performed
to ward off evil or promote good health the second volume contains information about
rites of passage as children become adults including indigenous initiations marriage
customs and religious ceremonies the final volume concludes with coverage on
customs associated with aging and death such as retirement celebrations elaborate
funeral processions and the creation of fantasy coffins the set features beautiful color
inserts that illustrate examples of celebrations and ceremonies and includes an
appendix of excerpts from primary documents that include legislation on government
accepted names wedding vows and maternity paternity leave regulations
Celebrating Life Customs around the World [3 volumes] 1992 this interesting
book describes how the traditions beliefs and rituals of the people of india often
influenced by british culture have resulted in many of the lively and colorful festivals
celebrated in india today young readers will also learn how the indian people
celebrate family occasions
Seasons for Celebration 2012 a timely groundbreaking guide to enhancing the rituals
in our lives which helps people to enrich their relationships and reestablish their
family ties the coauthors of rituals in families and family therapy show how to create
meaningful rituals adapted to individual lives and family structures for new meaning
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in old and new traditions and celebrating life s milestones
Cultural Traditions in India 1998-02 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile
reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks
notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally
important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern
editions that are true to the original work
Rituals for Our Times 2008-06-01 this study treats vasantotsava as a thematically
unified generic whole embracing a range of spring festivals pansectarian in character
and incorporating various rituals it reassesses sanskrit texts to explore the rituals
symbols and underlying motifs of the vasantotsava
Christmas in Ritual and Tradition 1993 this multicultural children s book is full of
activities recipes songs and stories brimming with ancient traditions exciting
decorations and delicious seasonal foods japanese celebrations for children will take
you on a month by month tour of some of japan s best loved festivals beautifully
illustrated and full of fascinating facts about japanese holidays and family
celebrations this 48 page picture book offers a vivid picture of some of japan s most
festive events including new year s children s day cherry blossom festival harvest
moon viewing weddings birthdays christmas in japan and much more with
entertaining text and illustrations that explain the significance of the dress
decorations foods gifts and activities associated with these events japanese
celebrations for children promises to delight and educate young readers and parents
alike
Vasantotsava 2023-05-02 this illustrated reference work covers a wide range of
festivals that have sacred origins and are or have been part of a folk tradition a world
religion or a major civilization traditional festivals a multicultural encyclopedia
travels around the world and across the centuries to uncover an often unexpected
richness of meaning in some of the major sacred festivals of the world s religions the
hallowed calendars of ancient civilizations and the seasonal celebrations of tribal
cultures from akitu to yom kippur its 150 entries look at the content and context of
these festivals from a number of perspectives including those relating to theology
anthropology folklore and social theory tracing their historical development and
variations across cultures readers will get a vivid sense of what each festival means
to the people celebrating it how each captures its culture s beliefs hopes and fears
founding myths and redemptive visions and how each expresses the universal need of
humans to connect their lives to a timeless spiritual dimension
Japanese Celebrations for Children 1995 chinese new year is a time for new
beginnings some people clean their homes from top to bottom or share meals with
friends others pray light fireworks or give each other gifts readers will discover how a
shared holiday can have multiple traditions and be celebrated in all sorts of ways
Christmas 2005-06-29 from the oktoberfest folk festival to christmas markets follow a
year of holidays and festivals in germany that honor religious historic and family
traditions
Traditional Festivals [2 volumes] 2021 for centuries the catholic church has
offered an abundance of splendid traditions that extend religious and spiritual
practice into daily life now meredith gould reintroduces these customs and rituals to
modern roman catholics using the liturgical calendar the catholic home provides
familiar and new ways to celebrate each season and its special days gould reviews
major holy days select saints days familiar prayers and suggests meaningful ways to
prepare as a family for such sacraments as baptism confirmation first eucharist and
matrimony this book includes a concise history of each ritual and clarifies the
meaning behind it by highlighting celebrations of catholic holidays from different
parts of the globe your family will learn to make advent wreaths jesse trees st lucy s
crowns king s cakes all souls altars traditional foods and participate in family
devotions throughout the catholic home gould s down to earth practicality and sense
of humor give the activities she describes modern relevance no matter how ancient
their origins excerpts from the official catechism of the catholic church are included
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to illuminate church doctrine on matters of faith and ritual this indispensable guide
will appeal to catholics young and old and inspire beloved family traditions to be
handed down from one generation to the next
Chinese New Year 2015 offers hundreds of ideas activities rituals and special
celebrations for family gatherings and talks about shared time values and finding
creative ways to strengthen family ties
Cultural Traditions in Germany 2006-09-19 why do we blow out candles on birthday
cakes use striped poles to symbolize a barber throw rice at weddings find out in
curious customs the stories behind 296 popular american rituals whether you want a
new look at old habits or just love wacky facts and intriguing information curious
customs is full of unusual surprising bits of information that you ll love to learn and
share
The Catholic Home 1992 in northern ireland halloween is such a major celebration
that it is often called the irish christmas a day of family reunions meals and fun
halloween brings people of all ages together with rhyming storytelling family
fireworks and community bonfires perhaps most important it has become a day that
transcends the social conflict found in this often troubled nation through the
extensive use of interviews the hallowed eve offers a fascinating look at the various
customs both past and present that mark the celebration of the holiday looking
through the lenses of gender ethnicity and religious affiliation jack santino examines
how the traditions exist in a nonthreatening celebratory way to provide a model of
how life could be in northern ireland halloween concludes santino is a marriage of
death and life a joining of cultural opposites indoor and outdoor domesticity and
wildness male and female old and young although current folk and popular traditions
can be divisive halloween in northern ireland is universally considered to belong to
everyone regardless of their background or political leanings the holiday is a
dramatic example of how a community comes together one day a year and these
northern irish traditions capture the fundamental and everyday dimensions of life in
ulster
Family Traditions 2012-06-05 readers learn about the chinese new year its customs
traditions and celebrations
Curious Customs 2014-07-11 chinese culture and heritage is rich and runs across a
time frame of five thousand years it was during this time that a variety of unique and
varied celebrations began to grow roots despite china s many changes chinese
festivals are deeply rooted in popular tradition china amasses a vast area and consists
of a number of ethnic groups that all come together as part of a vibrant cultural
experience some of these festivals have developed into popular celebrations that are
not only practiced in china but also in many chinese communities throughout the
world much of the customs and traditions of its people vary by geography and
ethnicity yet remain firmly established as part of the country s vibrant culture over
the years much of the festivals have evolved with the changes in the development of
the chinese civilization and as a consequence have become an integral part of the
chinese culture as with time s progression and the advent of science technology and
rapid globalisation many chinese are no longer able to tell how their festivals
originated which has in turn seen the gradual shedding of ethnic traditions for
modern and universal ways this is especially true of chinese communities outside
their homeland
The Hallowed Eve 2012-01-01 this multivolume encyclopedia concentrates on rites
of passage traditions rituals and life customs that take place around the world the
scope of this book takes in north america south america europe africa asia the middle
east oceania and even outer space and covers customs experienced by men women
children and animals in groups or as individuals volume 1 examines customs
pertaining to birth and early childhood volume 2 looks at the coming of age customs
of teens and those in early adulthood volume 3 covers entries relating to aging and
death the set features beautiful color inserts that illustrate examples of celebrations
and ceremonies and includes an appendix of excerpts from primary documents that
include legislation on government accepted names wedding vows and maternity
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paternity leave regulations
Celebrating Chinese New Year 2021-01-08 what are the origins of some of our
holidays why are eggs decorated on easter why are there wreaths on doors during
christmas what is the real reason for decorated trees in living rooms around the
world through a christian prospective this book will examine popular holidays that
have a significant religious meaning digging through layers of history this book will
uncover the pagan origins that make up many of our holiday traditions
Legendary Chinese Festivals 2016-11-21
Celebrating Life Customs Around the World [3 Volumes] 2014-12-05
Holy Days
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